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1. INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose the design and implementation
of a Turing Test (TT) for the research of the singing
voice. Although the TT is mainly related to the research
field of Artificial Intelligence (AI), being used both as a
criterion and an operational guide by the scientists of this
field, with the present paper we attempt to introduce a
rather different approach to the TT. Given the fact of
various disputes over the validity of the TT as a criterion
of AI, one might argue that the TT is nothing more than
a ‘philosophical fossil’, a left-over and remainder of past
and outdated philosophical assumptions about the nature
of human intelligence. The problem of an unavoidable
subjectivity in the results of TT experiments has
strengthen the question about the usefulness of the TT as
a research means. Our goal is to introduce a new scope
for the use of the TT not as a criterion of intelligence but
as an ‘instrument’ for tracing certain features of human
judgment in various fields. Pretty much in the fashion of
a Transcendental philosophical stance, we face the TT as
a procedure in which what is judged is judgement itself.
Specifically, in the present paper we attempt to exhibit
the way in which a TT can be used to trace and highlight
features of human judgment regarding the singing voice.
Are certain factors like culture, gender, age or familiarity
with music technology basic parameters of the way in
which humans perceive and judge artificial and natural
singing voice? Is the TT a worn off chapter in the history
of the philosophy of AI or could it be a brand new tool
for the research in fields like psychoacoustics, cognitive
musicology, social psychology of music and generally
for the research on research itself?1 This is the kind of
questions that we intend to raise concerning the future of
the TT, starting with a paper for a possible ‘singing
voice TT’.

1.1. Turing Test and Artificial Intelligence
The TT is named after the famous mathematician Alan
Turing, since it was introduced by him in an article titled
‘Computing, Machinery and Intelligence’ which meant
to be a milestone for the field of AI. Opening his article
with the intriguing question ‘Can machines think?’[103]
Turing went on to examine the possibility of tracing
intelligence in mechanic entities (and finally in any
entity) via written language communication.
Since then, ‘Computing, Machinery and
Intelligence’ has become one of the most referenced,
republished and paraphrased philosophical articles that
have ever been produced [41], [87], [23] and has actually
prepared the ground for the ‘Physical Symbol System
Hypothesis’ [94], [72] which became the basic
Paradigm2 for the ‘symbolic AI’ research program [34].
Since ‘Symbolic AI’ started to retreat-during
the late 70s and early 80s-and AI researchers have
progressively begun to turn to the ‘connectionist
approach’ and generally to more holistic ways of
viewing
intelligence
[33],
[34],
appropriate
modifications have also been proposed for the TT [31],
[43], [44], [68], [101].
In the completely opposite direction have
moved researchers like Ray Kurtzweil who proposes the
specialisation of the TT in very specific domains of
intelligent action [60], [5].
1.2. The Musical Turing Test
Sooner or later, the designers of any version of TT have
to deal with the question: On what exact measure should
our TT be based? In other words, on which grounds
2
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If the TT was to unravel the basic features of human judgment, it
could become an important ‘vehicle’ of self-knowledge and selfunderstanding for practically any researcher.

We use the word “Paradigm” with the meaning that is given to it be
Thomas Kuhn in his ‘The Structure of Scientific Revolutions’, that is to
refer to a theory which is used as a prototype, as a basis for the design
and implementation of experiments . In order to distinguish from its
usual meaning we’ve written the word with a capital “P”.

should we evaluate what is observed by us as outcome of
our TT? How should we filter these observations?
Originality of action and finally creativity are nowadays
very popular measures but they have been proposed as
measures from the very first days of the TT and even
before that.
In the history of Cognitive Science originality
and creativity are mentioned for the first time by Lady
Lovelace. Commenting on the limits of Charles
Babbage’s ‘Analytic Engine’, Lovelace expressed the
view that a truly intelligent machine should present
original-therefore unexpected-action [64]. Lovelace’s
view is commented by Turing in ‘Computing, Machinery
and Intelligence’ [103] and it is in this article that we
find another famous early view regarding creativity and
originality: “Not until a machine can write a sonnet or
compose a concerto because of thoughts and emotions
felt, and not by false chance of symbols, could we agree
that machine equals brain” [56], [103].
Artistic creativity seems also to satisfy those
who demand a holistic approach to the problem of
evaluating an observed action in terms of intelligence
[15], [38], [50], [60].
From all the forms of art, music seems to be the
one that mostly attracts the interest of the TT designers.
After all, as mentioned by Gareth Loy, the abstract
nature of music, therefore its susceptibility to
mathematics and finally to computing, is the feature that
makes music appropriate medium for a TT [65]. Belgum
was the first who proposed the adoption of music as
appropriate medium for the TT [12], while Pearce,
Meredith and Wiggins report that one of the basic
motives for the production and use of generative music
systems is the development of ‘tools’ for the verification
of certain theories of Cognitive Science [79].
The interest of the AI community for the use of
music as a medium for the TT has led to a variety of
‘musical TTs’1: “Musical Directive toy Tests” (MDtT)
[5], [26], [28], [81], “Musical Output toy Tests” (MOtT)
[11], [13], [40], [47], [61], [66], [69], [74], [93], [97],
‘stylistic MDtT’s’ [75], [78], [117], ‘musical Total TTs’
(musical TTT), the musical version of Harnad’s
‘TotalTT’[12], [98], [109].
What use could all this research have?

2.

THE TURING TEST: FROM A CRITERION
TO A COMMENT. FROM A COMMENT TO A
RESEARCH ‘INSTRUMENT’

Apart from those who propose, design and organise
TT’s, there are also researchers who doubt the efficiency
of the TT as a criterion for intelligence.
In our view, the critique against the TT can be
divided into four major problems. First there is the
problem of what we could call ‘copyright of intelligence’
1

An overview of all the proposed ‘musical TTs’ as well as all the
proposed TT in general is presented by Ariza [5].

or in other words ‘authorship’. When the critics in a TT
observe an action that they characterise as intelligent, to
whom should they attribute the origins of this action? To
the observed computing system or to its programmers?
There is always the possibility of ‘mimesis’ [115] and in
this case, what is intelligent is not the observed system
but its programmers [41]. Ariza thinks of the TT as
insufficient due to the fact that it encloses the idea of
deception [5]. Even some researchers involved in the TT
research deny that deceiving the critics has any relation
with the potential of a computer to present intelligent
behaviour [81], [65], [66], [26], [27], [28], [41], [86].
This problem of deception regarding the authority was
already mentioned by Turing himself [103] and can be
related to what Searle attempts to state with his ‘Chinese
Room Argument’: pure syntax can produce the same
behavioural result with meaning [88]. Thus syntax can
deceive us and pass as being meaning (therefore
intelligent treatment of symbols) [41], [30], [108]. As
Boden states, the success of a machine in a TT is rather a
matter of our own political and ethical decision [14].
The latter statement brings us to the second
problem of the TT, which is the unavoidable subjectivity
in the judgment of the critics. In a Wittgensteinian
manner we would say that the critics participate to a
certain “form of life” therefore their judgment is guided
by the values of this “form of life”. On can find a similar
line of critique in the work of French [38], while Michie
stresses the importance of “social intelligence” and
proposes a ‘TT for social intelligence’ [68]. Again,
Turing had already foreseen this problem when he
mentioned that surprise-therefore alignment or not with
our social stereotypes-can easily be considered as
originality [103]. The effects of cultural subjectivity
were shown clearly in the mistaken judgment reported
by Halpern [41] and Churchland [19] considering a
Loebner Test that took place in 1991.
The subjectivity of human judgment is doubled
when we adopt art-for instance music-as a medium of
our TT. This is actually the third problem regarding the
TT which is specified as a problem of all the ‘artistic
TTs’: an aesthetical subjectivity which presents its self
both as a subjectivity in the notion of art and as a
subjectivity of the artistic taste. Daligh and Schaffrath
have actually organised a series of TT’s the results of
which showed that critics’ aesthetical preferences
affected their judgment regarding the intelligence of the
participants [29]. Same work has been carried out by
Soldier [97]. Wiggins observes that in a ‘musical TT’ the
definition and tracing of intelligence results in a problem
equal to the problem of defining “good music”: a
problem of aesthetics [112]. Similar views are expressed
by Laurie Spiegel [12] and David Cope [28].
But embracing art as a medium for the TT can
reveal another problem which is general to all versions
of the TT. Back in the 16th century Shaftesbury observed
that there can be aesthetical objects that are not artistic
objects, they are not made by humans at all and are
simply physical objects made by nature [10].
Shaftesbury’s observation points at something that in

modern philosophy is marked out by Dennett as
“intentional stance”: humans’ tendency to personalize
everything, therefore to attribute intentions (artistic,
ethical etc) to entities that are considered ‘soulless’ like
machines are [32], [51]. Hofstadter has called our
intentional stance towards the AI computing systems as
“ELIZA effect” [49], while Ariza points out that
intentional stance could make the critics of a ‘musical
TT’ attribute intelligence to non intelligent entities [5].
The above analysis of the problems of the TT
has turned the focus of our discussion from the evaluated
participants to the evaluating interrogator. Our interest
seems to be shifted from the ontology of the evaluated
entity to the ontology of our evaluation process itself. In
our view this shift can be already found in the proposals
for ‘Musical Discrimination Tests’ (Musical DT’s) [29],
and ‘reverse TTs’ (or ‘fully automated TTs’ or
‘CAPTCHA’) [71], [6], [106], [107]. In this sense, the
AIBO project, the ‘embodied TT’ designed and executed
by Swisher, Dotov and Chemero [101] is also a TT that
focuses on the interrogator’s judgment since its goal was
the statistical analysis of the attribution of ethical
responsibility to a robot by human interrogators.
This turn of interest from the participants to the
interrogators might do justice to Turing’s initial
intentions. Some researchers believe that with
‘Computing, Machinery and Intelligence’ Turing did not
intend to introduce a sufficient criterion of intelligence
but rather wanted to trigger a discussion about the
subjectivity of human judgment regarding the attribution
of intelligence to others [45], [68], [59], [111] or even
about the subjectivity of human judgment in general
[46]. After all, Turing himself stated that by the end of
the 20th century at least the educated people will have
changed their views regarding the definition of
intelligence and the potential for machine intelligence,
not because of a technological progress but because of a
change in our beliefs [103]. Thus, Turing’s introduction
of a TT does not seem to be a ‘manual guide’ for the
mechanical reproduction of intelligence, but is rather an
exploration of the mechanical potential for the
satisfaction of our stereotypes, finally a statement for the
arbitrariness of human judgment, a critique of human
judgment.
We believe that this rather Kantian way of
thinking of the TT is the only way in which the TT can
be proved fruitful in any research, that is as a means of
revealing the way our subjectivity is structured and
employed so, in other words as an ‘anthropological tool’.
This is exactly the treatment of the TT that we intend to
adopt in our proposal for a ‘singing voice TT’.
3. A TT FOR THE SINGING VOICE
3.1. Theoretical background
It is striking that, in the above mentioned research on
TT, none TT for singing voice has been carried out until
now. There have been only some TTs regarding speech
[20], [106], [63], [18], [57], [91].

We propose the design and implementation of a
‘singing voice TT’ as an extension and follow-up work
of the psychoacoustic experiment carried out by the
singing voice research group of Kouroupetroglou and
Georgaki, for the evaluation of a Greek voiced score-tosinging voice synthesis system [62]. In that experiment,
30 human participants, aged between 20 and 50 years
old, evaluated and compared an older Greek diphone
database (GR2) produced by using the MBROLA
synthesizer with a new improved and extended Greek
diphone database (GR3) produced also with MBROLA.
The experiment was actually a test of MOS (Mean
Opinion Score) in which participants evaluated two
singing voice samples based on GR2 and GR3
respectively according to signing voice ‘qualities’
characterised
as
“vocalness”,
“naturalness”,
“intelligibility” and “expressivity”.
Nevertheless, that experiment lacked for a
comparison between synthetic and natural singing voice,
since both the evaluated samples were synthetic. GR3
was found better than the GR2 in all aspects but a
complete evaluation of GR3 demands its comparison
with samples of natural singing voice. It is exactly the
comparison between mechanic (synthetic) and human
(natural) samples that could give to our experiment the
‘flavour’ of a TT.
But what could be really evaluated with this
TT? First of all, this is a test that does not aim at the
evaluation of intelligence but seems to aim at the
evaluation of aesthetical quality. Therefore it already
presents a significant difference to what is usually
believed to be the original conception of the TT. On the
other hand, as we presented in section 2, it seems that
Turing’s intentions concerned not the ontology of the
evaluated entities but the ontology of the evaluation
itself. Therefore the TT should be conceived as a
comment on human judgment and could be used as an
‘anthropological tool’, as a means for research of the
factors that affect human judgment. In this sense our
proposal is fully aligned with the concept of the TT,
aiming actually not at the evaluation of GR3 but at the
research on the factors that rule this evaluation.
Thus in this ‘singing voice TT’ that we propose
we will shift our interest from the evaluation of the
singing voice ‘qualities’(“vocalness”, “naturalness”,
“intelligibility” and “expressivity”) to the factors that
govern the attribution of these qualities. Such factors are:
gender, age, education, culture and familiarity.
Gender is an acknowledged factor for the
perception and appreciation of music in general [37],
[76], [73], [35], [58], [110]. But also it is a factor
acknowledged in the case of perception, appreciation and
production of the singing voice [53], [54], [4], [21].
Age is another well considered factor for the
perception and appreciation of music [92], [89], [102],
[99], [116]. Howard has traced changes in pitching skills
and the development of the singing voice during
childhood [52], [53].
Education and especially music education has
been also widely considered as another important factor

for musical preferences and perception [104], [42], [84],
[96]. Similarly, training in singing influences the way
one perceives the singing voice [105], [3], [80].
Familiarity and specifically familiarity with
technology is expected to be one more factor affecting
the interrogators in our ‘singing voice TT’. Stimulus
familiarity in general has been interesting the
musicologists since the late 60’s [17], [67], [83], [7]. But
what about familiarity with music technology? A
research carried out in the field of AI ethics gives as the
initiative to wonder whether the familiarity with
technology can be a crucial factor for the perception of
singing voice. As already mentioned Swisher, Dobromir
and Chemero organised an ‘embodied TT’ in which
ethical responsibilities were to be attributed or not to the
robot AIBO. The results of that TT showed that
interrogators with a significant level of familiarity with
robotic systems were more willing to attribute ethical
responsibilities to AIBO than interrogators with less
familiarity [101]. Could our ‘singing voice TT’ reveal
similar effects of familiarity in the attribution of
‘naturalness’, ‘expressivity’ or intelligibility’? This is a
question that we also intend to explore.
Finally, Cultural diversity is one more factor
that we wish to examine with our ‘singing voice TT’,
since it is well acknowledged by the researchers of
music social psychology [39], [82], [95], [36], [55], [77].
Cultural diversity is also believed to be an important
factor for the perception of the singing voice [70], [8],
[9].
3.2. Design and goals
3.2.1. Grouping of participants
These five factors in the perception and
appreciation of music and singing voice guide our
choices regarding the way in which our ‘singing voice
TT’ will be organised. Specifically, the body of
participants will be formulated by choices that will be in
accordance with these five factors, so it will be consisted
of: 1) primary school students, high school students,
university students and middle aged people, in order to
examine possible judgmental differences due to the age
factor 2) Each of these groups will consist of an equal
number of females and males so that any existing
judgmental differences due to the factor of gender could
be explored 3) Some of the university students will be
students of the music department of the university of
Athens while an equal number of the university students
will belong to other departments of the university. In this
way we wish to examine possible judgmental differences
due to the factor of musical education 4) Some of the
students of the music department will be students of the
postgraduate program of Music Technology while an
equal number will be just students of the music
department with no experience of music technology
applications. In this way we aim to explore possible
judgmental differences due to the factor of familiarity
with music technology 5) The factor of cultural diversity
will be examined in terms of ethnicity diversity.

Therefore the group of primary school students will
consist of two sub-groups, one consisting of students
with Greek descent and one with students of African
descent (therefore coming from a musical culture quite
different from the Greek one). We will also try to
subdivide culturally all the other age groups of
participants but this might prove difficult for purely
practical reasons (though this can be part of an extended
version of our TT in the future).
3.2.2. Choice of singing voice samples
The above mentioned groups of participants will listen
singing voice diphone samples which will be divided to
the thee following categories: A) natural samples (i.e.
samples of diphones produced by a natural singing voice
B) synthetic samples (i.e. samples from the GR3 Greek
synthetic singing voice database produced with the
MBROLA synthesizer [62] C) natural samples that have
undergone digital transformation in the fundamental
frequency (Fo). This third group of samples will be used
in the fashion of the ‘antithetic factors’ usually used in
most of nowadays versions of the TT. It is an ‘antithetic
factor’ that we hope that will help us explore if there are
any judgmental differences due to familiarity with music
technology (will students of music technology score
higher in understanding the natural source of these
samples than people that have no experience of music
technology?). Our choice to ‘harm’ digitally the Fo is
guided by our intention to examine the importance of Fo
in the perception of singing voice as shown by several
researchers [100], [1], [113], [2], [85].
Finally, all these three groups of samples will
be subdivided to two subgroups: a subgroup with
samples of female singing voice and a subgroup with
samples of a male singing voice. With this subdivision
we wish to explore further the role of gender in the
perception of the singing voice.
4.

CONCLUSIONS-PERSPECTIVES

The TT has been one of the most popular topics in AI
and Philosophy of Mind. Though, when used as an
intelligence criterion, it seems to suffer from serious
problems even when the so believed measure of artistic
creativity is employed: ‘authorship’, ‘subjectivity of
human judgment’ (regarding intelligence or artistic
value) and ‘intentional stance’ are problems which in
their appearance make us realize that what can be judged
in a TT is judgment itself. In this sense, the use of the TT
can be altered from a disputed and rather dubious
criterion of intelligence to a successful ‘instrument’ for
the introspection of human judgment. Specifically, in
this paper we propose a treatment of the TT as a research
tool for the introspection of aesthetical judgment. Since
no TT has been carried out for the singing voice we
intend to explore the ability of TT in being an
introspective ‘instrument’ in the case of singing voice
perception and evaluation.
Our proposal for a ‘singing voice TT’ aims in
two directions that we nevertheless believe them to be

interconnected. The first direction is that of a theoretical
and finally ‘anthropological’ interest. Our research aims
at the exploration of factors that are widely believed to
affect human perception of the singing voice: gender,
age, music education, familiarity and cultural diversity.
In this sense, it falls within the scope of cognitive
musicology and social psychology of music. The second
direction is rather practical since the evaluation of GR3
concerns the field of development and improvement of
singing voice synthesizers. Thus it concerns the field of
music technology. In our view these two directions
should not be conceived differently, since imitating the
vocal tract could be equal to deceiving the ear and
deceiving the ear needs the knowledge of ‘how’ the ear
perceives.
5.
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